
Для выполнения заданий отводится 
75 минут. На каждый вопрос необходимо 
выбрать один из четырех предложенных 
вариантов ответа. 

Будьте внимательны и аккуратны при 
заполнении бланков ответов: любые 
помарки или исправления могут при-
вести к некорректному распознаванию 
информации.

Итоги конкурса будут подведены в 
марте 2020 года, а правильные ответы на 
вопросы будут опубликованы на сайте 
www.runodog.ru в конце января.
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Find the words to match the definitions
31. He thinks he’s superior to everyone.
A) Tall  B) Humble  C) Modest  D) Arrogant 
32. He thinks the whole world revolves around him.
A) Proud  B) Boastful  C) Ambitious  D) Self centered
33. He never does all the things he says he’ll do.
A) Unrealistic  B) Unemotional 
C) Unfortunate  D) Unreliable
34. She won’t let anyone stand in her way.
A) Reliable  B) Rational C) Realistic  D) Ruthless
35. He has no principles about hurting other people.
A) Decent  B) Attentive  C) Scrupulous  D) Unscrupulous 
36. She’ll tell you if she doesn’t like your after shave.
A) Frank  B) Talkative  C) Reserved  D) Ambiguous
37. He spends half the day in front of the mirror.
A) Shy  B) Vain  C) Humble  D) Self assured 
38. He’ll take off marks if you don’t dot your “i”s.
A) Petty  B) Fair  C) Attentive  D) Self critical
39. He’s a typical “angry young man”.
A) Brave  B) Tolerant  C) Rebellious  D) Adventurous
40. Be careful what he’s saying about you behind your 
back.
A) Sincere  B) Truthful  C) Trustworthy  D) Hypocritical 

Help passengers at the airport
41. If a plane doesn’t arrive on time it’s written as … .
A) Gone  B) Arrived  C) Delayed  D) Departed
42. To read information about flights you can look at 
the … .
A) menu  B) advert  C) playbill  D) departure board
43. To go onto a plane means to … it.
A) take  B) sit  C) board  D) miss
44. The place where you get your suitcases after arrival 
is … .
A) Passport Control  B) Customs 
C) security check  D) baggage claim
45. If we carry things that are easily broken we should 
mark them with a sticker saying … .
A) tender  B) fragile  C) delicate  D) breakable

46. To buy a ticket in advance means to … it.
A) book  B) share  C) reject  D) return
47. A special document that gives you permission to 
enter a specific country is a … .
A) visa  B) voucher  C) driver license  D) boarding pass
48. A safety device that holds passengers in their seats 
is a … .
A) mask  B) steward  C) life vest  D) seat belt
49. The place where airplanes usually arrive or depart 
is a … .
A) dock  B) terminal  C) harbour  D) station
50. For safety and security reasons, this item is not per
mitted onboard the aircraft.
A) Boots  B) Medicine  C) Fireworks  D) Hairspray

Complete the sentences about 
the Statue of Liberty

51. The statue of a woman stands on … Island.
A) Hog  B) Ellis  C) Liberty  D) Manhattan 
52. This usually brings visitors to the island.
A) Bus  B) Plane  C) Ferry  D) Ocean liner
53. A big city near the statue.
A) Boston B) New York C) Washington D) Philadelphia
54. The country that gave the statue as a gift.
A) Spain  B) France  C) Russia  D) Great Britain
55. The seven rays of the diadem represent … .
A) weekdays  B) continents and seas 
C) oceans  D) holidays
56. The sculptor who designed the statue.
A) William Thornton  B) John George Stewart 
C) Alexander Eiffel  D) Frederic Bartholdi
57. The statue is made of … .
A) gold  B) iron  C) copper  D) silver
58. The statue was built in … .
A) Paris  B) London  C) Moscow  D) Madrid
59. The statue has a … in the right hand.
A) flag  B) torch  C) flower  D) sword
60. The Statue of Liberty is a symbol of … .
A) love  B) freedom  C) cooperation  D) friendship
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Listen to the text and choose the correct answer

1. What material does Richard use for his sculptures?
A) Sand B) Ice 
C) Granite D) Marble
2. What does Richard do before he starts an ice sculp
ture?
A) He looks at models 
B) He prints the prototypes 
C) He writes down his ideas 
D) He looks things up on the internet
3. What does Richard find hardest about making ice 
sculptures? 
A) Keeping himself warm 
B) Finishing before the ice melts 
C) Concentrating for long periods 
D) Keeping a blog 
4. Where does he usually work?
A) In a street B) In a yard 
C) In a room D) In a park
5. Why is it difficult to handle the tools? Because some 
of them are … .
A) expensive B) big C) heavy D) light
6. Why is it necessary to work quickly?
A) The weather can change 
B) Ice can melt 
C) It may snow 
D) The wind can blow
7. What is important to make the ice shine?
A) Place B) Background
C) Setting D) Lighting
8. What was the winning sculpture like? It was a … .
A) mansion B) palace 
C) castle D) cathedral
9. Who made it? Richard … .
A) alone B) and a group of sculptors
C) and his friend D) and his teacher
10. What was unusual about the sculpture? It was … .
A) tiny B) a copy of a real building 
C) too big D) their own design

Read the newspaper article 
and answer the questions

The heaviest April snowfall for twenty years blan
keted much of Britain yesterday, bringing chaos to 
roads and trapping air travellers on grounded flights. 
The country braced itself for a grim week of hail, sleet 
and snow, with forecasters predicting blizzards and 
plummeting temperatures. From Scotland to the south 
coast, millions yesterday woke up to thick snow. Areas 
of southern England were under 8 centimetres of snow. 
Around 220 flights were cancelled and many more de
layed. Coastguards rescued the crews of two boats lost 
in the Solent in a blizzard and a 32 foot yacht with six 
people on board suffered engine failure and was towed 
to Bembridge, Isle of Wight, after radioing for help. The 
Meteorological Office warned that freezing conditions in 
central England, Wales and Scotland overnight will cre
ate dangerous driving conditions today, and motorists 
were warned not to travel unless absolutely necessary.

11. What was the result of the blizzard in Britain? The 
country was covered in … .
A) snow B) ice C) water D) mud 
12. How did the snow affect people’s lives? 
A) Flights were on time B) Flights were cancelled 
C) The people enjoyed it D) People travelled
13. What does “a grim week” mean?
A) Cloudy B) Gloomy C) Fantastic D) Exciting
14. What did the forecasters say about the weather? 
There would be … .
A) rains B) mist C) a rainbow D) a snow blast
15. What happened to the yacht?
A) The passengers got sick 
B) They lost their way 
C) There were problems with the engine 
D) The crew was inexperienced
16. Who warned the public about dangerous driving 
conditions?
A) The coastguards B) The Meteorological Office 
C) The Airport Service D) The News Feed

17. Who saved the boats and a yacht? The … .
A) sailors B) firemen C) coastguards D) policemen
18. Where did the coastguards pull the yacht to? To … .
A) Solent B) Bembridge 
C) Dartmouth D) Liverpool
19. Why did the coastguards tow the yacht? Because 
the people … .
A) sent an SOS B) were tired of sailing 
C) lost their way D) were seasick 
20. What did the forecasters advise drivers to do? To … .
A) stay at home B) enjoy the weather
C) travel a lot D) revise the rules

Choose the correct form
21. He can’t stand … for other people.
A) to waits B) waited C) waiting D) wait
22. There is no point … the problem any longer.
A) to discuss B) in discussing 
C) discussed D) discuss
23. She suggested … to the museum.
A) going B) to go 
C) go D) having gone
24. I forgot … off the light when I left the house.
A) to turn B) turn 
C) turning D) turned
25. Do you mind … me a hand?
A) gave B) to give 
C) would give D) giving
26. I saw him … the office.
A) enter B) entered C) enters D) to enter
27. Many items … damaged during the latest robbery.
A) are B) will be C) can D) were
28. He doesn’t like … kept waiting.
A) be B) being C) was D) have
29. He said that the film … by Kevin before.
A) were seen B) has been seen 
C) had been seen D) will be seen
30. Applying for a job means … in an application form.
A) to fills B) filled C) filling D) fill


